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Free ze-control stnategy
and air-to-air energy

recovery perfonnance

In certøin climates, freeze-control strategies can significantly
øffect the seasonal pedormance of heøt recovery ventilators

By E.G. Phìllíps, P.Eng., D.R. Físher, P,Eng., R.E. Chant, P,Eng., and B.C. Bradley, P,Eng.
Member ASHRAE Member ASHRAE Member ASHRAE

uring cold weather operation,
frost andlor ice may form on
the exhaust-side heat exchang-

er surfaces of heat recovery
ventilators (HRVs). Ice forms when ex-
haust air is cooled below its dewpoint and
moisture condenses on heat ei<changer sur-
faces that are below the freezing
temperature Frost forms when the e"\haust
air stream is cooled below both its dew-
point and the freezing temperature.l

Ice and frost reduce energy recovery in
two ways:

o Thermal conductance of the
transfer surfaces is reduced, so heat
transfer rates are less; and

o Exhaust air flow rates are reduced,
which reduces the energy available for
recovery.

Various freeze-control techniques
have been developed and applied to HRVs
to address these problems. However, little
had been done to compare the seasonal
performance of these strategies under dif-
ferent climatic conditions.

Accordingly, ASHRAE Technical
Committee 5.5 (Air-to-Air Energy Re-
covery) sponsored a research project
(TRP-543) to compare the seasonal energy
performance of residential heat recovery
ventilators (HRVÐ with different nominal
effectiveness, using different freeze-control
strategies and operating in different
climatic conditions.2 (HRVs are packaged

air-to air heat exchangers complete with
fans and controls.)

Whereas the study examined rêsi-
dential-scale air-to-air energy recovery

equipment, the findings are equally rele-
vant to large-scale commercial energy
recovery applications in cold climates.

A computer program developed for
this study3 provided standardized energy
performance comparisons for HRV freeze-

control strategies for eight different
climatic conditions (see Figure 1). Use of
standardized heat erchanger performance
and climatic data provided a common
basis for comparison of freeze-control
strategies.

The computer program consists of:
¡ A finite difference counterflow heat

exchanger model that includes the effects
of frost and ice on heat exchanger per-
formance;

¡ An ambient temperature bin data
generator that uses the EKB methoda for
selected locations; and

o Freeze-control algorithms that
combine HRV frosting and EKB model
outputs to predict the seasonal perfor-
mance of each combination of heat ex-

changer effectiveness, strategy and climate
The seasonal performance of the

various control strategies was evaluated
under the following conditions: inlet air
temperatures from -54o to lO"C (-65 "to
50 

oÐ; the number of hours of operation æ
determined by bin data for eight represen-

tative locations (see Figare /); and three
different values ofeffectiveness (5090, 6590

and 8090). Only 8090 is presented here
because the results were similar except for
scale.
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Variations of each freeze-control
strategy were simulated to assess the

benefits of optimizing the control strategy.

Freeze-control strategies

Frost prevention refers to methods of
preventing frost or ice from forming on

heat exchanger surfaces. Defrost refers to

methods that remove frost and ice from
heat exchanger surfaces. Jointly, these are

referred to as fræze-control strategies' The

following describes the f¡eeze-control
strategies evaluated.

Ideol Jreeze-control strategY
(IDEAL). The heat recovery performance

of an HRV equipped with the hypothetic-
ally ideal freeze-control strategy is not
affected by frosting or icing on the heat

transfer surfaces. Its seasonal effectiveness

is essentially equal to its nominal effec-

tiveness under all operating conditions.
Defrost by suPPlY-fan shutoîÍ

(S.EOFF). During the defrost cycle, the

outdoor supply air through the HRV is

shut off while exhaust air flow continues,

thereby melting any frost or ice forma-
tions. There is no energy reco"ered during

defrost. The defrost rycle operates for a set

length of time (two minutes at 20-minute
intervals) when outdoor temperatures are

below some preset estimated surface
frosting condition.

Defrost by warm'air recirculation
(RECIRC.). During the defrost cycle, the

outdoor air supply is stopped. Exhaust air
is recirculated through the core and
returned to the house. The defrost cycle

operates for a fîxed period of time. There

is no outdoor air supply during the defrost

cycle, so the design air flow rates must be

increased to compensate. Increasing the

design air flow rates will reduce the heat

exchanger effectiveness.
Frost prevention bY suPPlY-air

preheat (FIX. PH., STG. PH., VAR. PH')'
The supply air is heated above the frost
threshold temperature before it enters the

HRV. This may be accomPlished bY a

single fixed-capacity heater, staged fixed-

capacity heaters or a heater with a variable

output. Preheat reduces the energy
available for recovery.

Frost prevention bY reducing heat

exchanger ffictiveness (RED.E.). Reduc-

ing the heat exchanger effectiveness (by

tilting heat pipes or by reducing the speed

of a rotary heat wheel) raises the exhaust

air outlet temperature. rWith this strategy,

exhaust air outlet temperature is kept

above its dewpoint whenever core
temperatures fall below freezing.

Frost prevention by reducing supply

air flow rates. Part of the supply air is
bypassed around the heat exchanger core

so that the exhaust air temperature re-

mains above its dewpoint during cold
weather. This strategy has the same impact

on seasonal performance as reducing heat

exchanger effectiveness (RED'E').

Control optimization

The operation of all practical freeze'

control strategies results in a reduction

of recovered energy and, thus, seasonal

heat recovery efficiency. The purpose of
optimizing a freeze control is to minimize

this ¡s¿¡ç1ion. This is achieved by
adjtr¡¡¡¡g the temperature at which the
lreeu,u control is initiated or altering the
freql¡çn.t duration or amount of freeze
conttrol to closely match the need at
varlQius operating conditions.

.Freeze control is required whenever
outrS¡o¡ air conditionJfall below the
froslt threShold temperature; that is, the
temperulur. at which frosting begins to

lver\\ss.5

. Adjusting the freeze-control initia-
ttot¡ lsmps¡¿ture to the frost threshold
temt\erature will minimize the time spent
tn tl¡èeze-control mode and, thus, max-
imiz¡ 1¡s energy recovered.

. lncreasing the frequency of (short-
enttrg the time interval between) defrost
cYc\ts will reduce the average frost
thiç'\¡s55 on heat exchanger surfaces,

Iest¡lt-
tn8 \u higher average heat transfer rates.

Adjusting the defr
(shrtrter durins mild
{,,rine cold weäther)
tlntr, rreeded to defrost t
coìr) will result in less time in the defrost
motle.

Ob$rvations and conclusions

The e mproved
frep¿g-çgn me more
sigt\ìficant effective-
nesli lncreases. Higher effectiveness means
S[eilter amounts ofenergy are available for
rec()vsry at all temperatures. Furthermorg
tho trost threshold occurs at higher
teIììlleratures as effectiveness increases,

!hot'cby requiring freeze-control to be
lnY()ked for more time.

Figure 2 shows seasonal efficiency

First, in moderate climates with
lesq than 7,500 Degree Days Fahrenheit
(Dl, "F; 4,200 DD "C), the freeze-control
mclhod has little impact on seasonal HRV
Þelformance. In cold climates (colder than
7'540 DD"F; 4,200 DD"c), the freeze-
colltrol strategy selected may have a
slgtlificant yper-
fo'nance. effec_
tiyçness a ating
suLply air are not well suited to cold
clil¡¿¡s applications.

Continued on Page 48

ARCTIC 18,313 DDOF

NORTHERN 14,274DO"F

PAC|Flc 5,413 DD'F

PRAIRIE 10,600 DD'F
NORTHEAST

ATLANTIC 7,243

CENTRAL 8,411 DD"F

Figure 1. Eight difterent climatic conditions (see Phillips 1988 and 1989)'
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Freeze-control shatery
Continued from page 45

Second, the two defrost strategies

examined (warm-air recirculation and

supply-fan shut offl) function very close to

the ideal freeze-control strategy if they are

operating properly. Manufacturers and

designers should adapt these strategies for
cold climate applications. Operators
should ensure that controls operate accor-

ding to their design specifications, and

designers and manufacturers should
optimize the defrost setpoints and dura-
tion for the climate.

Finally, whereas frost Prevention
strategies þreheating supply air, reducing

the heat exchanger effectiveness and

bypassing supply air to prevent frosting)

may be cost effective in moderate cli-
mates, they greatly reduce the energy

available for recovery during cold weather.

As such, they are not well suited for
climates colder than 7,500 DD'F (4,200

DD "C), The energy that can be recovered

with these strategies during cold weather

is limited by the enthalpy difference ber
ween the exhaust air inlet condition and its

dewpoint.
The benefits of control optimization

are greatest in cold climates and increase

with increased heat exchanger effec-

tiveness. The colder the climate, the more

hours frost control is invoked. The higher

the effectiveness, the greater the amount

ofenergy available to be recovered through

control optimization. The results pre-

dicted for the various freeze-control

optimization methods lead to the follow-

ing observations and conclusions.

Reducing the time between warm-air

recirculation defrost cycles from 2l to l5

minutes (and reducing the duration a cor-

responding amount) resulted in a less than

l9o per year increase in recovered energy in

all cases examined. As invoking defrost

results in the cycling of components with

finite operating lives, there are practical

reasons to extend the time between defrost

cycles.

Marginal improvements in seasonal

performance can be realized by varying

the duration of supply-fan shut off with
outdoor temperature. For the Arctic case

(18,000 DD"F; 10,000 DD"C), savings

of up to 390 per year were predicted by

having defrost cycle durations of one, two

or three minutes (depending on outdoor
temperatures) instead of a three-minute

defrost cycle regardless of outdoor tem-

perature. In milder climates, the benefits

are smaller.
Optimizing the f¡ost control setpoint

temperature may significantly improve

seasonal performance for strategies that

reduce heat exchanger effectiveness or

bypass or preheat supply air (see Figure 4)'

This could involve manually adjusting ser

points until frosting is observed or using

sensors and automatic controls that
integrate exhaust air enthalpy and supply-

air temperature to determine frost control

setpoint.
Using enthalpy-type heat exchangers

could reduce the need for freeze control
in mild climates by reducing exhaust

air humidity, thereby lowering the frost

threshold temperature. When coupled

with the findings of Barringer and

McGugan6 that enthalpy heat exchangers

reduce combined heating, cooling and

humidifying energy loads in most
climates, this further supports considering

their use.

Summary

To summarize, a defrost strategy

and its optimization have little impact
on the performance of HRVs in climate

zones with less than 7,500 DD"F (4,200

DD "C). In climate zones with more
than 10,000 DD"F (5,500 DD"C), the

freeze-control strategy can have a sig-

nificant effect on the seasonal perform-

ance of the HRV system.

Recirculation of warm air through

the heat exchanger core was shown to be

the most effective defrost strategy from an

energy performance perspective. Using
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